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Evolution of large-scale industrialisation and service innovation in Japanese prefabrication industry

Thomas Linner and Thomas Bock
Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany

Abstract

Purpose – The Japanese prefabrication industry not only has automated its processes to a high extent, but it also innovates due to the fact that it delivers buildings of outstanding quality accompanied by a multitude of services. In order to explore and specify the concepts and parameters that have driven this industry, Japan’s prefabrication industry, its cultural, economic and technological surrounding, as well as the applied processes, technologies and economic strategies, have to be illustrated and analysed. The purpose of this paper is to identify, describe and analyse these concepts and their related parameters, as well as to recognise the most influential drivers for the future that provide an indication into which direction the industry could evolve.

Design/methodology/approach – Being aware that literature does not provide relevant information and data, which would allow the authors to explore concepts and parameters explaining the success of the Japanese prefabrication industry, the authors performed field surveys, visited factories, R&D centres and sales points of all major Japanese prefabrication companies. In some cases the authors also interviewed general managers, researchers and developers, and academicians at Japanese universities. Based on an extensive literature review in the area of product development, production technology, modularisation, mass customisation, and innovation, the authors qualitatively and quantitatively analysed all major prefabrication companies according to a fixed scheme.

Findings – The concepts and parameters identified and analysed in this paper demonstrate that the Japanese prefabrication industry, which is leading in large-scale industrialization, nowadays focuses towards services that are related to the building’s utilisation phase, rather than delivering products. By involving customers it enhances the companies’ customer relations, thus creating competitive advantages.

Originality/value – Overall the paper identifies that Japanese prefabrication industry acts rather like a “production industry” than a “construction industry”. Similar to many other high-tech industries, Japan’s prefabrication industry incorporates the latest product and process technologies and combines automation, products and services into complex value-capturing systems.

Keywords Japan, Construction industry, Prefabricated buildings, Building production, Automation in construction, Product and service innovation, Mass customisation, Japanese prefabrication industry

Paper type Research paper
Introduction

Prefabrication holds a considerable share in the housing market in many European countries, such as Germany (15 per cent), Austria (up to 33 per cent), France (5 per cent), Spain (5 per cent) and the Scandinavian countries. In Germany, currently about 20,000 prefabricated houses are delivered per year by companies as Bien-Zenker AG (580 houses/year), Huf Haus GmbH (450 houses/year), Weber Haus GmbH (600 houses/year) and Kampa House GmbH (1,086 houses/year). The advantage of buying prefabricated buildings is the low price compared to conventionally built buildings and the relatively rapid delivery (about six day’s period of delivery). However, the European prefabrication industry cannot really be considered industrialised. According to classical theory (e.g. Henry Ford’s mass production) as well as modern concepts (e.g. flexible manufacturing, mass customization), industrialisation implies that large-scales of products were produced using latest production technology, automation, robotics, information, and communication technology (ICT), in order to deliver high quality products with reasonable costs. In Europe, no prefabrication company has yet reached the critical mass of an annual production, which would allow for investment in efficient processes and automation. It rather seems that conventional construction processes have been shifted to the factory and combined with elements of shop floor production. Furthermore, prefabrication in Europe has predominantly found its niche in the low cost market, which does not allow for product or service innovation. Unlike Japanese prefabricated buildings, the choices available to European customers to individualise those houses are rather low.

In Japan, the prefabrication industry mainly deals with middle to high-end market (Matsumura, 2007; Linner, 2007), for which it delivers highly customized and reliable products that are equipped with the latest technology available and accompanied by a variety of services. Above all, prefabrication houses are well known for being earthquake resistant. Various maintenance models guarantee the building’s functionality for at least 30 years and some companies offer even 60 years of service. Prefabrication companies altogether build about 150,000 housing units per annum. The following could be considered as a comparison: in 2008, the same amount of building permissions in private housing in Germany were issued both in conventional and prefabricated construction. Already in the 1970s, Sekisui Heim’s legendary M1 reached an annual production volume of more than 3,000 buildings. A high annual production rate on a steady level allowed the investment in component systems, expensive manufacturing technology (e.g. production lines, automation, and robotics, advanced logistic systems) and extended customer services, which are labelling the uniqueness and strength of the Japanese prefabrication industry today. Moreover, the productivity of this industry has become so high, depending on the capacity utilization that three to four customized buildings per employee can be realized annually (Sekisui Heim, 2008; Sekisui House, 2008). Japan’s housing industry is amongst the strongest industries worldwide. However, it has undergone a steady change and decline since the 1990s. The maximum production peak was reached in 1994 with 573,173 newly constructed housing units. In 2000, about 450,000 units were constructed and in 2009 the construction went down to just 318,000 units. During peak times, the percentage of prefabricated houses, which were entirely prefabricated, was about 18-19 per cent. Today’s quota has decreased to just 13-15 per cent, depending on the region (Sekisui Heim, 2010; Toyota Home, 2010). However, also in conventional construction,
a high amount of prefabricated elements were used, which increases the actual percentage of prefabrication in the whole building industry, although it is difficult to give numbers. The prefabrication of entire buildings can be broken down into about 80 per cent steel-based building kits, 15 per cent wood-based building kits and 5 per cent concrete-based building kits (Table I).

Sekisui House, which remains the main player in Japan’s prefabrication industry, reached its peak in 1994 with a production of 78,275 housing units. At this time, Sekisui’s quota of the total building construction market was 5.3 per cent. Both Sekisui House and Daiwa House, the second largest player in Japan’s prefabrication industry, tried to encounter the decline in the market by going into a developer position. Houses and apartments were developed, planned and constructed in order to rent them out later. These houses and apartments are also based on mass customizable housing kits and ensure that the capacities of expensive automated production facilities are utilized to a maximum (Table II).

To address the decrease in demand and to build up new ways of value creation, all main players are focusing more and more on the building’s utilization phase, building performance and advanced building information modelling (BIM), in order to manage the building’s life cycle and provision of more and more services accompanying the hard physical product.

**Research question**
Comparing the European and the Japanese prefabrication market using the aforementioned facts and figures, it could be concluded that prefabrication in Japan is much more industrialised. This means that companies have higher production volumes,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I.</th>
<th>Maximum production peaks in housing of main players of the prefabrication industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sekisui House</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:** Yearly financial reports of Sekisui House: www.sekisuihouse.co.jp/ (accessed 5 September 2011); Daiwa House: www.daiwahouse.co.jp (accessed 5 September 2011); Sekisui Heim: www.sekisui.co.jp/ (accessed 5 September 2011); Toyota Home: www.toyotahome.co.jp/ (accessed 5 September 2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II.</th>
<th>Housing production of main players in 2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sekisui House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detached houses (sold to customers)</td>
<td>17,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment houses (sold to customers)</td>
<td>5,699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houses and apartment units (built and rent)</td>
<td>32,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houses sold with other brand names (subdivisions)</td>
<td>1,729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55,088</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:** Yearly financial reports of Sekisui House: www.sekisuihouse.co.jp/ (accessed 5 September 2011); Daiwa House: www.daiwahouse.co.jp (accessed 5 September 2011); Sekisui Heim: www.sekisui.co.jp/ (accessed 5 September 2011); Toyota Home: www.toyotahome.co.jp/ (accessed 5 September 2011)
along with standardized processes, just-in-time, automation and flow line-like production (together with human work activity), in all factories of the four biggest prefabrication companies. Despite this high degree of industrialisation, prefabricated buildings are considered as the most customized, reliable, technology-equipped and properly designed buildings in Japan. Above all, Japanese prefabrication companies have managed to bundle a variety of customer services to their buildings. Thus, Japanese prefabrication industry is not only to a high extent industrialised but at the same time innovative, as it delivers buildings of outstanding quality (customized, earthquake resistant, properly designed, reliable, equipped with the latest technology). Now this industry even starts to create a completely new business services. In order to explore and specify the concepts and parameters that have driven this industry it is cultural, economic and technological surrounding as well as applied processes, technologies and economic strategies have to be described and analysed. As in many success stories of complex socio-technical systems (Fujimoto, 1999), we assume that the success of Japan’s prefabrication industry today, was also based on a complex relation of concepts and parameters that evolved out of historic and cultural developments. The research aim is to identify, describe and justify these concepts and related parameters and to recognise the most likely and influential drivers for the future that provide an indication in which direction the industry could evolve.

Research methodology
Large-scale industrialisation and automation is a rare phenomenon that was not only discussed theoretically, but also applied in real life. The Moma Catalogue (Bergdoll and Christensen, 2008), accompanying the 2008 exhibition “Home Delivery”, is one of the most recent collections of concepts, projects and real-life examples of prefabricated buildings. It clearly revealed that most ideas about prefabrication remain abstract concepts (Archigram, Metastadt), others are only built once or a few times, and only a few have reached a reasonable production number (e.g. some systems of Jean Prove). Similarly, none of the building systems mentioned, analysed and discussed in the book New Perspective in Industrialisation in Construction – A State-of-the-Art Report, published in 2010 and co-authored by experts from CIB’s TG 57 (Girmscheid and Scheublin, 2010), has reached an extent of production that is comparable to the mentioned Japanese systems. Comparable amounts, or a comparable degree, of automation has not been achieved even in the prefabrication of concrete elements for the civil engineering and infrastructure sector (Bock and Linner, 2010; Girmscheid, 2010). Furthermore, in the area of open building systems, most systems discussed are conceptual or experimental (Habraken, 2000; Kendall and Teicher, 2000). As mentioned in literature, you cannot extract guidelines that determine success, especially when dealing with concepts or projects, which are applied in larger scales. Due to cultural barriers and limited access of foreigners to the Japanese society, economy and technology, only a few international publications about the Japanese prefabrication market have been proposed. In Wimmer (2009), the author visited Sekisui House and mainly discusses the resource efficiency of the Japanese prefabrication industry. In Johnson (2008), economic concepts of the Japanese prefabrication market are discussed and comparisons to the market of the UK are made. Nevertheless, the author does not mention in detail the production technology and the service aspects. Similarly Andersson et al. (2011) deals with the application of BIM in the Japanese prefabrication
industry without mentioning the context in which this happens. In general, researchers of Japanese prefabrication companies do not easily publish about their own technologies. One of the rare publications about the production system (Furuse and Katano, 2006), was issued in the International Symposium on Automation and Robotics in Construction held in Tokyo. Further books, brochures and web sites directly from the Japanese prefabrication companies are predominantly written in Japanese language and do not reveal details about strategies and technologies. Being aware of the situation that literature does not provide relevant information and data, which would allow the authors to explore concepts and parameters in order to explain the success of Japanese prefabrication, the authors started a field survey. Visits to factories, R&D centres and sales points of all four mentioned prefabrication companies were conducted. The authors also interviewed general managers, researchers and developers (Sekisui House, 2008, 2009; Daiwa House, 2008; Sekisui Heim, 2008, 2010; Toyota Home, 2008, 2009, 2010). Furthermore, they interviewed researchers at the University of Tokyo and the Kyushu University, which were familiar with the subject. Based on the extensive literature review in the area of product development, production technology, modularization, mass customization and innovation (Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Ohno, 1988; Maraghy and Wiendahl, 2009; Piller, 2006; Chesbrough, 2011; Forza and Salvador, 2007) the authors qualitatively and quantitatively analysed all four mentioned companies during their field survey, concerning the designed scheme to reflect the value chain:

- Evolution of the company and the companies systems.
- Design aspects: product structure, modularization, design for production.
- Degree of customer integration.
- Supply chain management.
- Off-site process: automation and production technology, factory layouts.
- On-site process: completion process on-site.
- Life cycle management and customer relationship.
- Service innovation.

According to their analysis, it was realized that Sekisui House and Daiwa House have a high production outcome, but compared to Sekisui Heim and Toyota Home, they have a lower degree of automation and work tasks done in the factory. Toyota Home performs about 85 per cent of all works in the factory (highest degree of prefabrication), but hardly ever produced more than 5,000 houses per annum. The Sekisui Heim Company was the most interesting to the authors. Sekisui Heim has applied a flow production on the production line which was very close to automotive industry, regarding organization and appearance. Sekisui Heim has a medium sized production outcome and a prefabrication degree of about 80 per cent. In this paper, the authors therefore focus on Sekisui Heim and identify, describe and analyse parameters that are relevant for efficient large-scale industrialisation. The other companies will be analysed in further papers.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: first, an analysis of how the historic and cultural development led to the evolution of large-scale industrialisation is presented by cross-linking to Sekisui House and Toyota Home as all major companies have influenced continuously each other. Second, the strategies, processes and technologies
deployed at Sekisui Heim today are depicted. Third, it is shown that customer services play an important role in Sekisui Heim’s success and that the proposed analysis has revealed the fact that more service innovation is under development in the R&D centres of the prefabrication companies. Finally, the importance of this development for a changing housing industry is discussed. A summarization of the findings concludes the proposed paper.

Historic and cultural development: the evolution of prefabrication in Japan

Japanese prefabrication and construction automation are often presented as genius and advanced strategies that were developed by companies, innovators and governmental institutions in the 1970s-1990s. In the same way, it is also discussed why large-scale industrialisation and automated construction has been applied successfully only in Japan and why innovators in other locations and environments cannot manage to build up similar structures, although their technologies, processes and strategies might be even more advanced. One helpful contribution to these discussions and questions can be given by an evolutionary view on the subject. Just as Takahiro Fujimoto describes today’s performance of the Toyota Production System (TPS) as a consequence of evolution (Fujimoto, 1999), the existence of large-scale and highly automated prefabrication of individual buildings in the Japanese housing industry can be described as the outcome of a long-term learning and development process. Japan’s advanced prefabrication industry was formed by a combination of continuous incremental and disruptive innovations and a unique socio-economic and socio-cultural environment (desire for new, fast changing markets, earthquakes, reduced human resources, service attitude) stepwise over time. Traditionally, organizational culture in Japan is based on collective, non-hierarchical and informal decision-making (“ringi seido”), bringing information from customers and production directly to management and product design, allowing thus the company’s organization to evolve and adapt over time. Over centuries, prefabrication has been deeply connected to Japanese architectural culture. Traditional Japanese timber construction can be considered an early example of high-level prefabrication in the building industry. Additionally, Japanese tradition is closely related to a strong favour for order, standardization and systematisation. An important activator for early prefabrication was found in the famous Ken, a 1:2 relation proportion and measurement system. Furthermore, Tatami mats – the traditional Japanese floor finishing – principally follows strict grids and order systems. Having usually an edge length of 85 cm × 170 cm, Tatami mats can be combined in a lot of variations in order to shape the room’s dimension, which is always designed in an exact number of mats – a necessity since the mats had continuously been changed between the rooms, according to their current usage. Two layouts became common: the Syugijiki-Layout always has two Tatami mats in its centre, surrounded by a number of additional mats, whereas the Fusyuigijiki-Layout places several mats parallel in a strict orientation. Today, it is still common that a room size is expressed with the number of Tatami mats instead of square metres. Contemporary Japanese architects are at the same time familiar with these rules and measurement systems and standardization often results in a particular multilevel grid, which could be found not only in the building’s foot print but as an underlying rhythm also in its elevations, as well as in its decorative built-in parts such as religious corners, wardrobes or shoji-screens (traditional Japanese sliding doors),
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allowing an easy combination or reconfiguration of rooms (Figure 1). Even some urban master plans follow these incremental measures, since each building unit is related to a multiplication of Tatami mats. This favour for standardization and measurement systems generated a supportive environment for prefabrication.

**Sekisui Heim M1: design for production**

In 1968, Kazuhiko Ono developed, as part of his doctoral thesis at the Tokyo University, the legendary M1 system of Sekisui Heim. This three-dimensional modular kit was famous for its genius simplicity. It could reduce the complexity in order to allow industrial line-based production. The M1 was a prototype for merging multiple qualities, design and production aspects. The “units” based on steel frames perfectly suited to the industrial production and low number of components could generate a variety of possible solutions for the customer. In the 1970s, the M1 reached an annual and steady production of more than 3,000 units per annum allowing the investment in advanced automation (Figure 2).

**From Japan’s traditional organizational culture towards Toyota home**

A further milestone in the evolution of mass customized building production has been set up by Toyota and the application of the legendary TPS to manufacturing of space units. After the Second World War, the Toyota Motor Corporation was initially seeking methods to increase its productivity rapidly. During several visits in the factories of Ford and General Motors, managers of Toyota realized that a production concept based on mass and variation production would never have great success, especially not in Japan (Ohno, 1988). According to Toyota, the ability of a fast adjustment to the frequent change of market needs in Japan was essential for a new production system. Under these circumstances, Toyota started to invent its own marked-based production system, tailored on Japanese requirements: the TPS. The revolution was the extension of conventional material and information flows (“Push Production”) into a new concept, based on current demands (“Pull Production”). In a pulling production, the assembly line delivers only products, which were demanded to avoid stocks and overproduction. An integrated communication system called “Kanban” was developed to support the new information and material flow. The important aspect is that the

![Figure 1.](image)

Unique measurement systems like the Tatami supported standardization and prefabrication
Kanban information chain is started by the demand of a customer for a specific product with a specific configuration. Thus, the factory’s output is “pulled” by customers, instead of formerly “pushing” when the output has been defined by the factory management and storage capacities. The complete synchronization of production and customer demands requires also a strict synchronization between factory and suppliers, since previous work steps are only being executed on the request of subsequent steps, just-in-time and just-in-sequence. Another achievement of Taichi Ohno was the application of a “zero-wastage-policy”. Since Japan received only little economical support after the Second World War, it was required to find an efficient way to work with existing resources. Therefore, Ohno disclosed seven major waste producers in his concept. The most common waste producer identified was over-production: a product is being delivered without a customer’s demand. Finally, in the 1970s, Toyota develop its housing business with Toyota Home and started to produce prefabricated houses, transferring the TPS from its automotive section to the industrialised and production line-based manufacturing of buildings. During the following decades, all other main players of the prefabrication industry followed this newly set trend installing the basic ideas of TPS in their plants, products and organizations.

Introduction of enterprise resource planning systems by Sekisui Heim
After the successful application of the TPS in the fields of building manufacturing, Sekisui Heim followed Toyota and adapted and refined TPS as well. However, in the 1980s, Sekisui came up with another essential innovation: the parent company Sekisui Chemical developed an innovative computer-based enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, for controlling the production and logistic flow. This ERP system was subsequently transferred to the Sekisui Chemical’s subsections. In the housing section,
this ERP system laid the foundation for Heim automated parts pickup system (HAPPS). The system translates floor plans and design requirements of architects and customers directly into production plans and data, needed to operate automated production. Today, it could also be used to develop new platforms, components and solution spaces. It assures a complete communication between suppliers, work steps on different sections, timing and feeding of the 400 m assembly-line. Therefore, HAPPS chooses for one building approximately 30,000 parts out of 300,000 listed items and arranges them just-in-time and just-in-sequence for production.

Analysis of currently applied processes and technologies
The following explains the basic strategies of Japanese prefabrication industry. Sekisui House and Daiwa House use light steel frame panels, allowing tremendous scale effects in automated production, as well as a compact transport to the construction site with less logistical efforts. In contrast to that, Sekisui Heim and Toyota Home have based their strategy on steel frame cubicles used as a chassis on a conveyor belt. This allows a house to be completed within the factory, to a percentage reaching 85. In this proposed paper, the basic industrialisation strategies by a case study of Sekisui Heim’s unit method are explained.

Sekisui Heim breaks down a unique family house into ten to 15 units, each being an individual module, and each fabricated within the factory up to 85 per cent completion. Within those units a multitude of other three-dimensional sub-systems from various suppliers with a high degree of prefabrication (e.g. bath and kitchen modules) are integrated in production line-based factories. In Japan, this production method has been and further developed and used since nearly half a century ago and shows many analogies to automotive production. For instance, a continuous production line becomes possible through the introduction of a three-dimensional steel frame being used as a “chassis”. This “chassis” support structure is processed with a speed of 1.4 m per minute, passing more than 45 workstations on a conveyor belt with a length of approximately 400 m. During this process, it will be equipped with modules, components and sub-systems. The “chassis” is finished sequentially in three dimensions with components either being supplied just-in-time or have been produced in parallel processes on different floors (e.g. wall panels). Main concepts and important facts are summarized in Table III. The following describes and analyses those concepts and parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual production</th>
<th>14,550 houses (2009)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product structure</td>
<td>Three-dimensional space frames, steel/wood (unit method)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of customer integration</td>
<td>Up to layout and design level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics and supply chain</td>
<td>Close cooperation with suppliers, factory network, factories in different regions producing local housing types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production systems</td>
<td>Production flow system, conveyor belt, degree of factory production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-site assembly</td>
<td>About one month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer relationship</td>
<td>30 years warranty, renovation service (FamiS), deconstruction and remanufacturing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III.
Summary of concepts and facts of Sekisui Heim

Source: Site visits in Japan in 2009, web site of Sekisui Heim: www.sekisui.co.jp/ (accessed 5 September 2011)
Design for industrialised and automated customization
The product structure and its management along the whole life cycle (Lindemann et al., 2006) is the most crucial and most complex issue in the process chain and in customized prefabrication of individual buildings. The structure has to be developed in respect of the needs of automated production and extended customer integration. Sekisui Heim has already realized this at the beginnings of large-scale prefabrication in the 1960s and developed specific fabrication oriented designs and product structures (Figure 3):

- **Hierarchical decomposition.** The hierarchically structured component kit of Sekisui is based on the combination of steel frame units (unit method), in order to achieve the desired arrangement of a house. In general, ten to 15 units were combined to a complete house. The steel frame units are used as “chassis”, streaming through the factory and being finished on specially designed production lines from all sides. Similar to a “chassis” in the car industry, the steel frame unit later also serves as the bearing structure. The technical infill like installations, cables and pipes can be seen as sub-components being attached or mounted to the “chassis” just-in-time.

- **Open engineering system (OES).** OES means that open component system kits have the ability to be further developed or transformed into new product models or product lines by a company’s system designer or engineer (Cormier et al., 2008). About ten new housing models and about 400 modifications and improvements of existing solutions are introduced annually by the Japanese company Sekisui Heim (Furuse and Katano, 2006) and making it necessary that the component systems are based on OES principles.

Strategies of customer integration
The design of the configuration process plays a crucial role in any customization strategy, as it links the knowledge about the customer and his preferences to product structure,

*Note:* An average house consists of 10-15 of those prefabricated units
subsequent fabrication and delivery process. Generally, we can distinguish between on-line and off-line configuration. The on-line configuration is a tool that directly used by customers, whereas the off-line configuration process is guided and according to customer demands performed by a company member (Lindemann et al., 2006). As buildings comprise complex products, so far, major Japanese prefabrication house builders use the off-line configuration method:
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- **Regional relation design.** Sekisui Heim offers various types of houses and many of them fit to a specific cultural or climatic region within Japan. In order to get closer to the customers, regionally based model parks have been established in strategically important areas, as well. Accordingly, factories are placed in various areas and produce houses according to the demands of the surrounding area. Nevertheless, those strategically placed factories are integrated into greater, nationwide production clusters and logistical structures.

- **Customer co-creation.** Most Japanese prefabrication companies hold research and development centres which are open to customers. The majority of the R&D centres accommodate showrooms and/or sample living areas where customers can choose components, furnishing or configurations. Additionally, customers can take part in certain tests regarding ergonomics and preferences in order to finally co-design the house in an interactive process. Clients are free to choose the degree of customer integration, always determining the price. Continuous process improvements are aimed at lowering cost impacts of a gradual increase of individualization.

**Supply chain management**

Innovative strategies for logistics determine the efficiency of the resource flow. Important aspects of successful value creation concern the control of the structures which bring resources to the company’s value creation system as well as the resource circulation within the company’s production processes. Just-in-time and just-in-sequence, industrialised production lower input resources and inventory. Advanced BIM is a pre-condition for the successful use of tools like Sekisui Heim’s “HAPPS”. Today, Sekisui Heim’s BIM-system allows a translation up to 95 per cent of CAD-data and further user-input data into logistics, production and assembly information. Further BIM-data is used to schedule and manage maintenance, upgrade and remanufacturing during the building’s utilization phase. The components and materials are supplied from suppliers and from the warehouse just-in-time and just-in-sequence to a small “preparation” area right next to the production line so that no further transportation to the production line is needed (Figure 4):

- **Automated component selection.** The transition of Sekisui Heim into a highly productive company was initially enabled by its advanced IT-based ERP system called HAPPS. As explained above, all houses are made of ten to 15 steel frame units, all finished individually according to customer demands. This means that each unit, prefabricated in the factory, is different. Therefore, it is a complex process to select and pick-up about 30,000 components correctly for each house, out of about 300,000 available components creating the solution space, and feed them to the production line just-in-sequence (Furuse and Katano, 2006).

- **Automated task and production scheduling.** HAPPS is a parameter-based system supporting the whole workflow: configuration, planning, receipt of order, logistics, fabrication and delivery. It helps to generate parts, component
structures and parts lists from CAD floor plans (Furuse and Katano, 2006). Based on the information generated from the CAD models, logistic and production processes are controlled almost automatically.

Prefabrication and production systems
Both the factory organization of Sekisui and Toyota are based on an assembly line production, where the moving steel frame units are customized according to floor plans, functionality, technical infills and the finishing, demanded by an individual customer. Sub-components are fabricated in parallel processes on various floors. Sekisui Heim achieves up to 80 per cent factory prefabrication, whereas Toyota Home reaches up to 85 per cent. A factory of Sekisui Heim has a daily capacity of approximately 150 steel frame units, which is equal to ten to 15 houses, on the 400 m production-line:

- **Automated steel frame production.** One of the basic features is the automated assembling and welding station. Ceiling elements, flooring elements and columns are fed into this station, followed by automatic welding into a frame, which is used as chassis and bearing structure during the further completion process on the production line (Plate 1).

- **Production flow system.** After the automated welding process, the steel frame chassis is streaming through the factory from work step to work step, until all installations have been completed (Plate 2). The factories of Sekisui and Toyota have gates on both sides of the assembly lines in order to receive material, parts, components and prefabricated bath or kitchen modules, required for the customized production of individual units. All of them arrive just-in-time and just-in-sequence by cooperating suppliers (Plate 3).

- **Pre-installation.** The pre-installation of furniture and cables is an important part of the production strategy of Sekisui and Toyota. The higher degree of the technical installation, the more efficient is the prefabrication. The factory environment is the perfect place for a fast and highly qualified installation of technical infrastructure, further components and sub-systems. The units are processed and finished three-dimensionally from various sides.

**Note:** The components and materials are supplied from the left side just-in-time and just-in-sequence to a small “preparation” area – from there it goes directly to the production line on the right side.
Zero-waste factories. In contrast to conventional construction, a minimum of waste was generated throughout the process. Both Sekisui and Toyota aimed at zero-waste factories. This could be achieved with the supply of modules fitting into the product structure without further processing or cutoff waste. Another step to reach the target of zero wastage is the fastidiously sorting of material waste for reuse and recycling (Figure 5). In contrast to conventional production, the industrialised production is highly sophisticated in matters of resource circulation controlling (Linner and Bock, 2010).

Quality oriented production. Additionally, to quality controls performed by robots and highly trained and qualified staff, the quality is being inspected rigorously after each production step (Plate 4). Every company has developed
quality checklists with 200-300 different items for each house in order to reach an early detection of mistakes and save time and cost. Sekisui Heim’s aim was to design the production procedure in a way which would hand over a 100 per cent error-free product in order to enhance the companies’ reliability.

**Rapid on-site deployment**

At the last workstation within the factory, the finished modules are prepared for transport (Plate 5). Completed units are delivered on-site just-in-time and just-in-sequence by the companies’ transport groups. The finished steel frame units and the prefabricated roof modules were assembled within one day (Plate 6). This means that the house becomes water and draught proofs immediately and construction failures and quality losses are thus reduced to a minimum. Within the protected house, specially trained assembly workers (neither Sekisui nor Toyota employs unskilled low cost workers) complete house
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**Plate 3.**

Insertion of prepared elements and by suppliers (e.g. Toto, Inax) prefabricated bath modules into the chassis unit

**Figure 5.**

Materials as, e.g. insulations are supplied to the factory already in the fitting sizes minimizing cutoff waste

**Note:** The remaining waste is sorted fastidiously in up to 40 categories
and installation in less than one month. After the assembly of units within one day, minor interior works and outside facilities are completed within a month.

**Life cycle management and customer relationship**
Attracting and retaining clients is essential for the success of any customization oriented strategy. Through the customization process, the companies receive detailed information about the customer in order to establish a strong relationship (Piller, 2006). In the phase where a house is used, the knowledge about the customer and the delivered product could be used for efficient long-term maintenance (Linner and Bock, 2009). Moreover, the established relationship to the customer could be used for after sales services and additional life cycle oriented value chains:
Handover. The handover of a house from Sekisui or Toyota is designed as an experience and is accompanied by the typical Japanese service attitude. In most cases, the move to the new home is performed or at least supported by the companies with none or just a few extra costs. When the house is handed over, the customers also receive a guiding handbook/manual for the new home.

Quality certificates and warranty. In order to prove the performance, quality and durability of the house and its sub-systems, the customer receives quality and warranty certificates during the handover of the house. As all individual houses have been fabricated in a highly controlled factory environment, and all pre-production models have absolved rigorous quality tests similar to the automotive industry, a high performance concerning durability and earthquake resistance can be guaranteed.

Regular inspection and long-term maintenance. Toyota gives a warranty of 60 years on basic structure, facade, walls and roof, 30 years on all other elements and five years on frequently used elements as floors. During that time, regular inspections by specially trained maintenance staff ensure that damages are repaired and claims are avoided proactively. Additionally, the customers can choose among different long-term maintenance packages.

Service innovation: bundling of buildings with services
Nowadays, buildings are not only related to their physical existence but they become subject to services related to them. Services can also be used to customize products and create individual and exceptional experiences (Gilmore and Pine, 2000).
Japanese companies increasingly extend their performance focusing on “services” related to the building’s utilization phase. Misawa Homes was the first Japanese prefabrication company which introduced a “Home Guarantee System” (1962) and an “After Sales and Maintenance Services System” (1972). All other major prefabrication companies followed this strategy during the 1970s. By establishing service systems, the companies can use the prefabricated buildings’ inherent modularity for upgrades, renovation, rearrangement and re-customization services (Bock et al., 2009). Furthermore, they can offer extraordinary warranty and maintenance services due to the detailed plans and the quality achieved by factory production. Further, customized energy solutions and personal assistance technologies supporting daily life, health and handicapped or aged people (Linner et al., 2011) are emerging building performance fields, which allow prefabrication companies to use and multiply the tremendous knowledge about the customer, gathered during configuration or rearrangement procedures:

- **Upgrade services.** The so-called “Stock Refurbishing Business” of Sekisui exemplarily illustrates the service strategy developed by all major Japanese prefabrication companies. Based on detailed plans and data about the delivered housing products, laid down in BIM, buildings are continuously evaluated. Information about components which should be inspected or changed are generated and reported automatically, via a custom software system and then forwarded to the company staff. The company actively manages the information about delivered products and continuously offers upgrades of interior and exterior design and finishing to the customer.

- **Renovation and reorganization services.** Both Sekisui and Toyota offer the option to replace or add units due to changes in matters of lifestyle or household size and demands. Nevertheless, reorganization could still be simplified and the systems’ modularity, standardization and joining methods offer great potentials for continuous rearrangement services. Those services could take up and carry on the intense customer relation, established through the initial customization process for additional and continuous value creation.

- **Customizable energy platforms.** In 2008, Sekisui Heim started to work with the authors of this chapter on an idea of a customizable, prefabricated and partly self-sustaining energy and resource platform, situated beneath a modular home, a so-called “Mainboard”, inspired by the principle of computing, which accommodates and electronically controls all water instalments and energy components required for a household. The system is designed in a manner that allows multiple “Mainboard” platforms interacting between each other, in order to form a synergetic relationship between a “Mainboard” cluster and its individual components. Those platforms can be customized as well as re-arranged allowing for continuous services through Sekisui Heim and cooperating suppliers.

- **Personal assistance technologies.** The Toyota PAPI Dream House (Shimizu, 2005), designed and prefabricated based on Toyota Home’s cubicle space frames, was co-designed by Ken Sakamura, Professor for Ubiquitous Computing at the University of Tokyo. Courtyard, entrance, kitchen, bathroom, sleeping room and all other rooms have been integrated with sensors, actuators and assistance technologies in order to support the inhabitants. The house is a “concept house”
showing Toyota Home’s vision of the future house. Microsystems have the ability to facilitate household related services and thus help prefabrication companies to extend their business into the delivery of household related physical and digital services. Further, Daiwa House cooperates with companies as Cyberdyne (HAL) and Toto (Intelligent Heath Toilet) to develop assistance technologies and advanced health care service systems which can be connected to the prefabricated buildings (Linner and Bock, 2010).

- **Reverse logistics and re-customization.** All buildings of Sekisui Heim can be accepted as trade-ins for a new Sekisui Heim building. Therefore, the deconstruction process and remanufacturing process have been designed as a modified reversed version of the production and assembly process. For deconstruction, joints between steel frame units are initially eased, and the house is then transported to a special dismantling factory unit by unit, where the outdated sub-components are dismantled and brought into advanced reuse cycles (Sekisui Heim, 2009). For customized and user-integrating prefabrication, the bare steel frame units are inspected and subsequently fed into the production process again.

In summary, the presented service strategies give a hint in which direction the evolution of large-scale industrialised customization in the Japanese building industry advances. The focus shifts on “Service Design” related to the building’s life cycle. The traditional distinction between “hard” physical buildings and “soft” household/owner’s life-related services will be overcome in favour of the creation of advanced product-service systems. This extension of the operational scope, moreover, gives Japanese prefabrication companies the chance to make recurring use of configuration data and built up customer relationships.

**Importance of service design for future housing**

The findings presented above show that Japan’s prefabrication industry behaves and develops like a “production industry” rather than a “construction industry”. Similar to many other high-tech industries, Japan’s prefabrication industry incorporates latest technologies and combines automation, products and services into complex value-capturing systems.

Besides the possibility to customize the building to individual needs (which is also a kind of service), Sekisui Heim’s buildings distinguish themselves from conventionally built buildings through services that accompany the physical product. Currently, handover services, warranty and long-term maintenance services comprise standard services accompanying any building. As Sekisui Heim charges only a very small amount for those services, their main business goal is to attract the customers. New services as renovation and reorganization services, reverse logistics and re-customization are currently start-ups that cannot yet be quantified. However, it can be expected that those services not only lower the adoption barrier but can also be used to build up continuous revenue streams.

Interestingly, all mentioned service models that Sekisui Heim strives for, are directly linked to the modular and industrial production of buildings. The celebration of the handover accompanied by a manual illustrates that the house is seen as a product. Warranty and maintenance can only be guaranteed for such a long time because the company has fabricated them under high quality standards within the factory.
Upgrade and renovation services are closely related to the modular design of the buildings by the fact that the company holds the production and customer data generated through customization and production phase. Finally, Sekisui Heim, being part of Sekisui Chemical, is a huge and reliable company which is likely to survive the life cycle period of each of the delivered buildings. Thus, large-scale industrialisation, as in the case of Sekisui Heim, builds a solid basis for bundling life cycle oriented services to buildings.

The linking of services to products, which Sekisui Home and other Japanese prefabrication companies increasingly focus on, becomes more interesting when concerning general developments. More and more business and service concepts aim at creating the basis for product-service systems (Sakao and Lindahl, 2009) based on micro system technology, which is integrated into objects and environments. It is necessary to consider especially the expansion of ICT in the field of health and the development towards eHealth (Jähn and Nagel, 2004) (telemonitoring, telecare, teletherapy). Primarily, the demographic change, by which Japan will be particularly affected, will necessitate service technologies that are inbuit in living environments (Wichert and Eberhardt, 2011). In fact, at the moment, many product-service systems do not yet aim at custodial or medical services but at services of the field of prevention, fitness and wellness. Still, this can be seen as an intermediate stage towards integrating tele-medical services and services that aim at tele-consultation into the living environment. A lot of services can be provided digitally, and even physically performed services can be supervised digitally, in order to be carried out in a more efficient way and in high quality. Furthermore, services that accompany products provide the possibility to achieve a high degree of individualization, e.g. of a standard product (Chesbrough, 2011). Due to Sekisui Heim, the control of the life cycle and accompanied services for the upkeep of functionality of the building via computer aided facility management (May, 2006), is basically forestalled. Objects in the living environment that are more and more prevalently equipped with micro system technology, form an ideal interface for initializing these services (Weber et al., 2005). Besides their content, a new aspect of the services today is the possibility to create modular service packages (Meier and Piller, 2011) from the entirety of services that can be adapted to the individual case of need (Service-Bundling). In general, services concerning the household can be divided into the following categories:

1. Classic services in the household for supporting activities of daily life (washing, laundry).
2. Security services (theft prevention, fire protection).
3. Care service, emergency service.
4. Services in the field of ageing and care.
5. Maintenance services.
6. Services in the field of fitness and health (physiotherapists, doctors, fitness instructors).
7. Services for supply and mobility.

For example, furniture systems have been equipped with sensors and particularly aim at service adoption in categories 4 and 6. A basis for services on the other categories can be provided by integrated micro system technology and a data platform (Larson et al., 2004; Linner et al., 2011). With the assistance of micro system technology and data platforms,
the efficiency of the provision of these services can be enhanced enormously. As a continuative interpretation of the results of Behrens et al. (2010), the initializing of services can principally happen in three different ways:

1. Manual call of the services (television, remote, pad).
2. Autonomous or partly autonomous initiated by sensors (motion sensors, monitoring of vital signs, etc.).
3. Initiating based on interpretation algorithms and fusion of information from different sensor systems and sub-systems (e.g. Ambient Intelligence).

Microsystems and data collection platforms can increasingly be established in the living environment. In terms of the imaginable services, this field is not yet fully developed, with hence the possibility of novel value creation models. The Japanese prefabrication companies have identified this correlation and will probably increasingly develop services focusing on process of living, in order to set themselves apart from their competitors. Therefore, based on the proposed case study it can be recommended that any prefabrication project that aims at large-scale production has to consider and integrate each of the following parameters in order to be successful:

- The socio-technical culture in the construction society.
- The customer integration in the whole process in a transparent and understandable way.
- The impact of the modular structure on customer choice, production and service.
- The latest production technology and supply chain management concepts.
- The digital chain for all partners and phases.
- The life cycle, household and health related service in the business model of prefabrication.
- The equipment of buildings with as much micro systems technology as possible in order to support service provision.

**Conclusion**

In contrast to many examples of prefabrication published so far, the Japanese prefabrication industry is seemingly the only one which operates in large-scale in terms of production volumes, and extensively uses flow line-like production and automation. As the reviewed literature about the Japanese prefabrication industry did not provide sufficient information about the development process of such a powerful prefabrication industry, the authors undertook field surveys and visited R&D centres, sales and production facilities of all major Japanese prefabrication companies. A case study of one of those companies presented in this paper revealed that Japanese prefabrication industry has recognised the importance of after sales services since the 1970s. Nowadays, on the basis of large-scale industrialisation, further attempts to shift the focus from delivering products towards “services”, related to the building’s utilization phase, to enhance the companies’ customer relations and customer inclusion capabilities. Concepts and parameters relevant to the evolution of large-scale industrialisation of the Japanese prefabrication industry have been identified and analysed. Furthermore, key strategies, processes and technologies deployed in the industry, have been identified and described using Sekisui Heim as an example, as this company has deployed industrialisation.
and automation consequently. It has been outlined that services which accompany the hard physical product before delivery or during the building’s life cycle, play an important role. Also, it has been found that most services are closely related and enabled by consequent industrialisation (e.g. modularity enables rearrangement services). Finally, the growing importance of services for future housing has been discussed. Although the impact of new services on the sales and production volumes is currently is unknown, the marketing research divisions of Sekisui Heim investigate the customer acceptance of the solution space offered in a six-month cycle, in order to adjust their products and strategies. The results of these investigations are fed back into design development stage and continuously improve the products. During the development of new models and the marketing of existing ones, it is also usual that customers are invited to visit one of the research and development centres, in order to test various parts of the housing systems, using criteria such as usability and accessibility. However, customer needs are not static and have to be served continuously. Sekisui Heim has realized this matter and worked on extending the degree of customer integration into the direction of services, and integrating the customer throughout the life cycle phase of the produced house via services. Currently, Sekisui Heim (as well as other Japanese prefabrication companies) gradually extends it is performance focus on “services” related to the building’s utilization phase, trying thus to remain in touch with the customer, serving his changing needs. Sekisui Heim thus no longer only offers long-term maintenance service packages and upgrade services bundled to their housing products, but also allows deconstruction, re-customization and relocation of its prefabricated buildings, and a variety of other services under development in its R&D centres.
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